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Central Limit Theorem for 
Quadratic Forms for Sparse Tables* 
PRABIR BURMAN 
Department of Statistics, Rutgers University, 
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903 
Communicated h.v Y. Fujikoshi 
Sufficient conditions for asymptotic normality for quadratic forms in {n, - np,} 
are given, where {n,) are the observed counts with expected cell means {np,}. The 
main result is used to derive asymptotic distributions of many statistics including 
the Pearson’s chi-square. i(” 1987 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently there has been some interest in sparse contingency tables, i.e., 
tables with many cells with counts 0 and 1. Sparseness often arises because 
the number of cells k, is large compared to the sample size n. It is known 
that sparseness creates problems in the analysis because all the standard 
statistics (Pearson’s chi-square, log-likehood, Freeman-Tukey ) assume that 
the minimum of the expected cell frequencies is not small. 
A number of authors have been concerned with sparse contingency 
tables. Steck [13], Holst [ 171, Morris [ 111, Haberman [6], Larntz [S]. 
Steck, Holst, and Morris (SHM) proved asymptotic normality of Pearson’s 
chi-square and log-likelihood under different sets of conditions. 
In this article we will be concerned with proving asymptotic normality of 
general quadractic forms in {n, - np,}, where (n,} are the observed counts 
and {np,} are the expected cell means. The need for proving asymptotic 
normality of general quadratic forms arose because sparse tables are often 
smoothed using various techniques and we need to look at chi-square type 
statistics with smoothed counts. We discuss more about that in Section 2. A 
by-product of our result is that we have found somewhat milder conditions 
than in SHM for asymptotic normality of Pearson’s chi-square. It is shown 
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in Section 3 that under appropriate conditions Pearson’s chi-square 
statistics is asymptotically normal even if max npj --) 0 as n -+ co. Moreover, 
it will be clear looking at Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 that these results are 
applicable if one wants to find the asymptotic distributions of the test 
statistics considered by Bickel and Rosenblatt [2], Rosenblatt [12], and 
the statistics by C. A. B. Smith (Crook and Good [S]). 
In a forthcoming paper we will use the results of this article and show 
how in some testing situations tests based on smoothed estimates of the cell 
probabilities (as described in Section 2) give more powerful test than 
Pearson’s chi-square test. 
In Section 2 we formulate the problem and indicate the uses of the main 
results. The main results of this paper are given in Section 3. Some 
simulation results are discussed in Section 4. 
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let (Sz,, B,l, P,) be a sequence of probability spaces. For each n let 
ml,,: t= l,..., k,} be a partition of Q,. We assume k, -+ co. If n indepen- 
dent observations X, ,..., X, are taken in (a,, B,, P,) and n, = number of 
xi E an,,, then n,‘s have multinomial distribution. If, however, the number 
of observations is N, where N - Poisson(n) and N, = number of Xi E Sz,,, 
then N,‘s are independent Poisson random variables (here N is independent 
of the X;s). 
We again note that sparseness is arising because k, + 00 as n -+ 00. 
We will find the asymptotic distributions of 
Tn = W, -np,) Wn,rb) 1 * a,(x) P,(~x) (Poisson sampling) 
and 
T2, = N 1 h -v,) WnJx) 1 * a,(x) P,(~x) (Multinomial sampling) , 
where ( Wn,r: t = l,..., k,} and a, are a sequence of functions on 0, and p,, 
is a sequence of measures (on 52,) such that 
VW TJ = n c P, Ci,,, + 2n2 c pt, ptz C& -, 02, O<a<co (2.1) 
C rl,,,fZ = s Wn,r,(x) Wn,,*(x) &z(x) PL,(~X). 
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Then under appropriate conditions ((C 1 )-( C6) below), 
T,, - ET,, -5 N(0, 02) (Theorem 3.1). 
Moreover, under some conditions ((C7) and (CB) below), 
and hence 
(T,-ET,)-(T,,-ET,,)_.II_,O 
T,,, - ET,,, + NO, c*) 
In Poisson sampling, however, 
(Theorem 3.2). 
L=@ N, - NP,) W&J * a,,(x) in f I 
is of more interest. Under appropriate conditions, it can be shown that 
Tn - T,, PO (Theorem 3.1). 
[It is possible to take W,,r’~, a,,‘~, and p,,‘s on arbitrary spaces (not 
necessarily on Q,,) and the results as described above remain valid. But we 
do not consider that general case because what we have is sufficient for our 
applications.] 
The reason for considering these statistics (T,,, T,,,, Tzn) is that by 
choosing different Wn,,‘s, Q,~‘s, and p,,‘s we will be able to find asymptotic 
distributions of lots of different statistics. For instance, 
(i) Pearson’s chi-square: x2 = C’;n (n, - npl)‘/np,. Take 52, = 
(l,..., k,}, Q,, = (t), and Pr(Q,,) = pn,, = pr. One can check that 
Var(X*) N 2k, + (l/n) C (l/p,) =/I,, say (when k, + ax). Choose 
Wn.r(x) = 1 :, 
if x=t 
if sft 
u,(x)= & x=t 
p,(t) = 1. 
Hence 
T2n = $ x2, - L-ET,,=&(Xik.-1) 
T,, -ET*, -& N(0, 1) under appropriate conditions (Corollary 3.3). 
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(ii) Rosenblatt type statistic of the form C (~7, - pt)‘, where pZ’s are 
the smoothed estimates of the cell probabilities. Properties of smoothed 
estimates of the cell probabilities have been discussed in Burman [4], Let 
us suppose that we have a multinomial with k,, x . . . x k!,, = k, cells, pt’s 
(t = (t, ,..., tr)) are the cell probabilities and n,‘s are the observed counts; 
C n, = n. In our formulation we will assume that p, = ja, p(x) dx, where p 
is a density on [0, 11’ and 
1 d t, 6 k,, ,..., I < t, 6 k,,,. (2.2) 
We will also assume that k,, + cc as n + co for all u = l,..., 1. The above 
formulation is not new. It has been used by Morris [lo] and in the book 
by Bishop et al. [3]. 
Now let us define our smoothed estimators. Let j?, =n,/n. jJ will be 
defined as a convex combination of $“‘s, where u’s are neighbors of t. To 
this end we need a sequence of positive weights { W,,t,b; -kj,, <hi Gk,,, 
j= l,..., Z} such that C,, Wn,t,h = 1 for all t. We define our smoothed 
estimate j, as 
(2.3) 
One can find various forms of weights. Here we will take the simplest 
version of Wn,t,h ‘s one can find. We will first show how to find these for 
I= 1. 
Let o be a continuous density function on [ -1, 11, symmetric about 
zero and vanishes outside [ -I, 11. Let W,,, = j$ w(u) du, h = -k,,..., k,, 
where anh = (h-f)/k,b, and b,, = (h+f)/k,b,, where b, +O and 
k,b, + 00. For any -k, 6 h 6 k, we define 
Wn,h 
1 
c wn,, if t-ck,b, 
“al-t 
W n.r,h = Wllh if k,b, <tgk,(l -b,) (2.4) 
WILh c ww if t>k,(l -6,). 
u&k.-t 
For 12 2 we define 
W n,(rl s.... t/),(hl...., h/b - l-.i Wn.t,.h,. 
j=l 
(2.5) 
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For 1= 1 let us assume that the underlying p is twice differentiable with 
p’(O)=p’(l)=O. If k,b, + 0~) and 6, = o(~~‘~) then it can be shown that 
1 (d - P,)~ - c (j?, - I?@,)~ = uP( 1). 
1 
(Lemma 3.6) 
Then by choosing, W,Jx) = Wn.h,, ,, if x E [(h - 1 )/k,, h/k,) 
a,(x) = kibA12/n and pn = Lebesgue measure 
on [0, l] we get 
T,, - ET,, = nk, b,‘,/’ c (,Z - Ej,)2 
where c,(p, w  ) depends on p & w  (here Q,, = [0, 1 ] for all n and 
a%, = -- ) t = 1 ,..., k,, ). 
3. THE MAIN RESULTS 
Now it is clear that the main task is to prove that T,, - ET,, +D 
N(O,5’). 
The fact that k, + cc is absolutely essential in getting asymptotic nor- 
mality of T,. Since T, has a quite general form, the proof in Rosenblatt 
[12] cannot be used here to prove asymptotic normality of T,,. Rosenblatt 
uses the central limit theorem (CLT) for m-dependent random variables, 
but the general form of T,, does not allow us to use Rosenblatt’s technique. 
The main idea behind the proof is that T,, can be written as a quadratic 
form in 6,‘s (6, = N, - np,) and this can be written as a martingale and 
then apply martingale central limit theorem (McLeish [9]). This idea of 
using martingale central limit theorem to quadratic forms is due to Beran 
[l]. First, we order the t’s and let us call it (l,..., k,}. 
T,, can be written as 
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where 
5, = W”,,, 
yf= L<ta~ic,,,,,, i 
t=l 
t 3 2. 
It turns out that Ey, = 0 for all t. Then one can easily observe that 
(5, -Et, +‘h,) 1s a sequence of martingale differences with respect to 
F, = o{ N, ,.., IV,}. Then we apply martingale central limit theorem to get 
the result. 
Now let us write down some technical conditions which we will need 
later on. We will write pk.! = E(N, -rz~,)~, 
C (np,)” C:,lf -+ 0 for a = 1, 2, 3, 4 (Cl) 
c P4rP4r, CL, + 0 ((3) 
(C3) 
( 1 
2 
c P2rP2r’ c P2I1 C”,,, cm,,, -+ 0 (C4) 
1.c t, < I h 1’ 
c (v,)” Cf,, 1 (vt,) CL, -+ 0, u= L2, 3 (C5) I ,, < , 
c (v,) ( c (v&J cn,,,, C”l,J’ + 0 f l<,, 
Basically (Cl )-(C6) guarantee that 
,$, [I(<, -Et,) + -+,I* 2 a2 
and 
,E, C(5, -EC;, +2rA2Wir -Et, +&J, I =)_._p--, 0 
(C6) 
(C7) 
(C8) 
for any E > 0. 
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Even though the conditions just written down look very bad, they are quite 
easy to verify when needed. 
We are now in a position to state the main results of this section. 
THEOREM 3.1 (Poisson sampling). Let {N, : t = l,..., k,} he the cefl 
frequencies with cell means { np,: t = l,..., k,). Consider 
r.,=j[zC N, - vl) Wn,,(x) 2a,(x) ddx). I I 
Then if(2.1) and (Cl)-(C6) hold, 
T, -c W,) C,,,, A N(0, 02). 
Moreover, if 
T,, = c (N, - NP,) w,,.,(x) 2 a,,(-u) dd.u), I I 
then 
T,, - T,, PO 
zy (C7) and (C8) hold. 
Using Theorem 3.1 we get 
THEOREM 3.2 (Multinomial sampling). Let (n,: t = l,..., k,} be the cell 
frequencies with cell means (np,: t = l,..., k,,). Consider 
T2,, = j[z (n, - np,) W.,(X)]~ a,(x) ddx). f 
Then if(2.1) and (Cl)-(C8) hold, 
T2,, - c np,( 1- P,) C,.,, D N(0, a’). 
We can immediately derive some corollaries. 
COROLLARY 3.3(a). Let {n,: t = l,..., k,) be a multinomial with expected 
cell means { np,: t = l,..., k,}. The well-known chi-square statistics is 
x2 = 1 h - np,)‘lwt. 
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Let fl, = 2k, + (l/n) C (l/p,). Then Var(x2)/Pn -+ 1 as n + 30 and k, + CO. 
Let 
(i) Let min, np, = E,,, > 0 for all n. Then as n -+ 00 and k, + 00, 
(ii) Let k, 2 n and min, k,p, = c2,, > 0 for all n. Then as n -+ ~0, 
zf n&i, + co and sup max k, p, < co. 
” I 
Now we will consider chi-square of the form x’c, = C (n, - np,)‘/ 
(np, + C,), 0 < C, < 1. 
COROLLARY 3.3(b). Let 0 < E < 1 and I,, = # of np, > E, then as n -+ co 
and k, + 03, 
cx:, - &:,)I/& -5 NO, 1) if n/(03 
-+O (orifk,/l~-+Oandsup(l-l,/k,,)/Ci<co), 
n 
where PC. = C {Wp,)’ + np,ll(v, + Cn)*. 
We note that it is possible to improve Corollary 3.3(b), even though we 
will not worry about that. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Again let us assume that {n,} is a multinomial with 
expected cell means {np,}. Let us also assume that Ed, = max, p, -+ 0. Then 
asn--+a andk,+co, 
C(n,-np,)2-nCp,(l-~,) WO, 1) if n& -+ 0 
or is $” 1 p:-+o, 
.i’ 
where PI” = 2n2 C pf + n. 
Remark 3.5. Corollaries 3.3(a) and 3.4 have been proved by Steck [13] 
except that for Corollary 3.3 Steck needs that “n/k, is bounded away from 
zero” and some more conditions. However, here we do not need any 
condition of that type. 
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The statistics given in Corollary 3.4( i.e., C (n, - n~,)~ could be used 
instead of Pearsons chi-square if we suspect that min np, is very small or if 
np,‘s are not too different from one another. We will show in a forthcoming 
article that in some testing situations tests based on this statistics is 
asymptotically more or less as powerful as Pearson’s chi-square tests. 
Now we will find the asymptotic distribution of a statistic based on 
smoothed estimates of the cell probabilities. Specifically we will consider 
Tn =I CD, -P,)‘, 
where pi’s are the smoothed estimates of the cell probabilities as given in 
Section 2. 
For I= 1, let W,,,,h be as in (2.4). 
For I= 2, let Wn,t,h be as in (2.5). 
Let 
P,( w2) = c Pt + h ~.,.I,. 
We note that for 1= 1, p,( W2) = 0( l/k~b,). 
LEMMA 3.6. (a) Let us consider a one-dimensional table. i.e., I = 1. Let 
us assume that p is twice differentiable with bounded second derivative and 
p’(O) = p’( 1) = 0. We also assume 6, = o(n -2’9) and k,h, + co. Then as 
n-cc andk,+oo 
where C,(P, w)= (Sp2)(j Cj4~)dx+y)~x12&) and ccln=kh,,Cp,(w2). 
(b) Now let us consider a two-dimensional table, I= 2. Let us 
assume that p has partial derivatives of order two and all the second order 
partial derivatives are bounded. We also assume that (a/au,) p(u) = 0 on 
(u: uj =O>, j= 1,2, b,=o(n-“‘) and max(k,,, k,,) b, -+ co. Then as 
n-+co, 
where C,(p, co) = (f p’(x) dx){j [f o(x) o(x + Y) dx12 4~)~ and ~2” = 
W;: IT P,( W*h 
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4. SOME NUMERICAL RESULTS 
We present here some numerical results for one dimensional contingency 
tables. The model is: {n, : j = l,..., k} is a multinomial with the expected cell 
means (np,: j= l,..., k}, where 
pj = [*‘k p(x) dx, j= l,..., k, p is a density on [0, 11. 
II- 1)/k 
As in Section 2, the smoothed estimates of the cell probabilities 0;s are 
given by 
13, =C bj+h wn jhr / , 
h 
where {W,,. i. h > are as in (2.4) with bandwidth 6, and the window 
w(u) = 
i 
311-u 2 1 if juj<l 
0 if lul>l. 
TABLE I 
Tail Areas of the Simulated Distributions p(x) = 1.2 - 1.2.~~ +0.8x3 
Area to the right of 
Variables 1.282 1.645 1.96 2.326 
Z, 
Z2 
Z3 
Z‘l 
Z, 
Z2 
Z, 
Z4 
Z, 
Z2 
Z3 
2.4 
Zl 
Z2 
Z3 
24 
0.089 0.067 
0.092 0.06 1 
0.079 0.043 
0.099 0.047 
0.030 
0.025 
0.025 
0.030 
0.013 
0.014 
0.012 
0.093 0.059 0.041 0.028 
0.095 0.049 0.028 0.018 
0.102 0.061 0.043 0.025 
0.104 0.050 0.031 0.015 
0.089 
0.088 
0.075 
0.057 
0.046 
0.039 0.026 
0.027 0.008 
0.025 0.013 
0.028 0.012 
0.091 
0.092 
0.061 
0.049 0.038 
0.038 0.014 
0.021 0.010 
0.029 0.012 
n = 20 
k=lO 
b, =0.3 
n = 50 
k= 10 
b, = 0.3 
n=40 
k=20 
b, =0.15 
n=40 
k=30 
b, = 0.3 
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The two statistics we are interested in are 
T:, = nk,b!j2 c (jjj - EjFj)* and x2 = 1 (nj - npj)‘/np,. 
Let CL, = ET”, 0: = Var( YH). 0%~ = Var(X*). Approximate values of II,,, gn, 
and 0~2 are given in Section 3 and will not be presented here. 
We only look at T:, instead of T,, = nk,bAj2 C (pi - pi)‘, because in 
many testing situations if we choose the weights properly all we need is T:, 
(this will be discussed in a forthcoming article). 
Let us look at 
Z, = [x2 - (k - 1 )]/c~z 
z,=&&/Tk-l (Fisher’s square-root transformation). 
TABLE II 
Tail Areas of the Simulated Distributions 
p(x)= 1.2-1.2x2+0.8x3 
Area to the right of 
Variables 1.282 1.645 1.96 2.326 
Z, 0.095 0.067 0.050 0.035 
Z2 0.095 0.059 0.035 0.015 
z3 0.076 0.040 0.020 0.008 
& 0.094 0.059 0.030 0.010 
n = 60 
k=40 
b,, = 0.3 
Z, 0.093 0.057 0.039 0.024 
z2 0.098 0.046 0.024 0.013 
z3 0.082 0.041 0.022 0.010 
2.4 0.092 0.047 0.030 0.010 
Z, 0.086 0.059 0.038 0.028 
Z2 0.092 0.048 0.028 0.014 
z3 0.070 0.037 0.019 0.008 
& 0.088 0.052 0.028 0.015 
Z, 0.094 0.054 0.041 0.024 
Z2 0.096 0.048 0.024 0.012 
Z3 0.081 0.034 0.017 0.010 
Z4 0.100 0.055 0.025 0.015 
n= 100 
k=40 
b,=0.275 
n = 80 
k=60 
b, =0.283 
tZ=lOO 
k=60 
b,=0.2667 
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Results in Section 3 tells us that under appropriate conditions Z1, Z,, Z3, 
and 2, converge to N(0, 1) in distribution as n + 03 and k -+ co. We note 
that Z2 is the standardized value of A. 
So far this is all theory. Now we will try to see numerically how good 
these approximations are to normality. For different values of (n, k, b,) we 
have simulated the distributions of Z,, Z2, Z,, and Z, based on 1000 
trials. 
We know that if Z-N(0, l), then P[Za 1.2821 =O.lO, P[Z> 1.645]= 
0.05, P[Z > 1.96]= 0.025 and P[Z > 2.326]= 0.01. The tables presented in 
this section give us the tail areas of the simulated distributions of the 
variables Z,, Z,, ZX, and Z, for different values of (n, k, b,). We consider 
two different forms of p. The first one is polynomial (Tables I and II) and 
the second is a Beta(4,4). 
If we look at Tables I and III, we see that the tail areas of the simulated 
distributions of Z, are not too different from the corresponding tail areas 
of Z, the standard normal, and Z, even for n = 20 and k = 10. The results 
for Z, improve for n and k larger (as could be seen in Table II) as one 
would expect from the theory. For n = 100, k = 60 in Table II, the tail areas 
TABLE III 
Tail Areas of the Simulated Distributions 
p(x) = (7!/3! 3!) x3( 1 -x)3 
Area to the right of 
Variables 1.282 1.645 1.96 2.326 
Z, 0.09 1 0.058 0.043 
-G 0.096 0.049 0.027 
Z3 0.063 0.043 0.032 
Z4 0.062 0.035 0.024 
Z, 0.087 0.061 0.044 
Z2 0.083 0.05 I 0.036 
Z, 0.082 0.048 0.037 
Z4 0.079 0.044 0.026 
Z, 0.088 0.060 0.046 
Z* 0.093 0.053 0.033 
Z, 0.082 0.055 0.040 
Z4 0.079 0.046 0.022 
Z, 0.088 0.060 0.045 
ZZ 0.089 0.053 0.033 
Z3 0.082 0.045 0.029 
Z4 0.078 0.035 0.020 
0.027 n=20 
0.014 k=lO 
0.024 b, = 0.3 
0.015 
0.036 n=40 
0.013 k=lO 
0.025 b, = 0.3 
0.018 
0.033 n=20 
0.012 k=20 
0.019 b, = 0.3 
0.008 
0.033 n=60 
0.015 k=20 
0.020 b, = 0.3 
0.012 
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of the simulated distribution of 2, are remarkably close to the 
corresponding tail areas of the standard normal distribution. 
The results for Z, do not look very encouraging even for k= 60 and 
n = 80 or 100. It seems that Z, converge to N(0, 1) rather slowly and one 
would need much larger values of n and k in order to get reasonable 
approximation to normality. All the numerical results presented here 
indicate that one should use the square root transformation of 7, (i.e., Z2). 
Results for Z, and Z, are reasonable good in Tables I and II, i.e., the tail 
areas of their simulated distributions resemble those of N(0, 1) reasonably 
well. However, in Tables III and IV, they behave rather badly. A very 
plausible reason is that because of the form of p there (i.e., p = Beta(A4)) 
the condition of Corollary 3.3 is not satisfied) Var(Z,) N 1 - 
(a$/l6(k - l)*). In Table IV we have adjusted for this but the results are 
still not satisfactory. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. 
T,, = j [ 5 [ N, -w,) ~n,,(x)I* a,(x) ~L,(dxx) 
r=l 
TABLE IV 
Tail areas of the simulated distributions 
p(x) = (7!/3! 3!) x3( 1 -x)3 
Area to the right of 
Variables 1.282 
Z, 0.086 
Z2 0.09 1 
Z, 0.035 
Z4 0.035 
Z, 0.095 
Z2 0.095 
Z3 0.037 
Z4 0.034 
Z, 0.092 
Z2 0.092 
Z, 0.035 
Z4 0.033 
1.645 1.96 2.326 
0.065 0.048 0.033 n = 60 
0.056 0.033 0.014 k=40 
0.028 0.022 0.020 b, = 0.3 
0.023 0.021 0.017 
0.065 0.046 0.033 n=60 
0.054 0.034 0.014 k=60 
0.028 0.017 0.010 b, = 0.2 
0.022 0.010 0.007 
0.057 0.043 0.030 n=lOO 
0.048 0.030 0.014 k=60 
0.020 0.013 0.010 b, = 0.2 
0.016 0.010 0.010 
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where t, =W, -v,12 C,,,,, yI =C,,,, W, -~P,W,, -n~,,)c,,,,, for t>l 
and yr ~0. We note that Ey, =0 for all t and hence ET,, =C, Et,. 
For notational convenience, from now on we will write {C,,,,} instead of 
I C”,fd’ 
T, -ET, = 5 C(5, -Et,) + 2711. 
1=1 
If F, = g{ N, ,..., N,}, then { (5, -Et,) + 2y,} is a sequence of martingale 
differences (with respect to I+). 
We will write 6, = N, - np,, p,, = E 6: for any positive integer 1. We note 
that ET, = C P&,, ( = C, (~PJC,,) 
VarV,,) = c P&, + 2 1 P~,F~,, Cf,, ( =n~PG+2n2~PtP,,Cf,, . > 
By assumption Var( T,) + 0’ < cc and 0’ > 0. 
We want to use martingale central limit theorem to show that 
Tn - c ~2,Crr n N(0, 07). (3.1) 
To this end we need to find conditions (McLeish [9]) that will ensure that 
,tl C(5, -Et,) + ‘&,I2 p o2 (3.2) 
,$, I(~,-E~,)+~Y,I'Z(I~~,-E~;,)-~Y,I>~) 
PO for any E > 0. 
Let us first find conditions for (3.2), 
k,, 
,;, [(tt -Et,)+2~12 
=C(t,-E5,)2+4C~:+4C~,(5,-Er,) 
, r f 
Var C(5,-E5,12 G~E(~?-P~~)~C:,. 
> f 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
683;22;3-i 
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The right-hand side of (3.5) goes to zero if condition (Cl) is satisfied and 
hence 
F (5, -E{~)~-E~ (t, -E5,)‘+0 if (Cl)holds (3.6) 
, 
(3.7) 
+3~P+,P*lG)2. (3.8) 
It follows that C, [yf - E(yf ) F,- ,)I + ’ 0, since the right-hand side of 
(3.8) goes to zero if (C2) and (C3) hold. 
= 2 1 P2rP2r. c P-it, P2t2 c,,, cm Cl,,, co, 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
Condition (C3) ensures that (3.10) approaches 0. Condition (C4) ensures 
that (3.11) approaches 0. Hence, if (C3) and (C4) hold, 
~E(Y: I F,-,)--E 
f 
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So under (C2), (C3), and (C4), 
Now let us look at 
FYG, --W=C (+PL,,)~,, c V’,t, 
I ,, < I 
+ 1 hC,t 1 b, c,,, + c P2t 6tCtt c wk, 
r 1, c f I ,, < t 
We note that expectation of every term in (3.13) is zero, 
Var(lst termin (3.13))<C~~~C:, C ~.L~~,C;,, 
I 1, < f 
Var(2nd term in (3.13)) = 1 p2,, 
11 
( c P3*CKw)2 
,> I, 
Var(3rd termin(3.13)=~&u2,C~, 1 ,n2,,C~,,. 
, I, < I 
213 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
Note that (3.14) and (3.16) go to zero if condition (C5) is satisfied whereas 
(C6) guarantees that (3.15) goes to zero. So, (C5) and (C6) guarantee that 
c ~rttr -Et,) 2 0. (3.17) 
I 
It can be noted that (3.3) holds if 1, E(<, - Et,)4 + 0 and C, Ey;'+ 0. 
Condition (Cl) guarantees that C, E(5, - Et,)4 -+ 0, 
E&J:=~E{(Y:-E(Y: I L,H2+E~ {E(Y: I Ld2 
* , 
G c ~4r~4q CP,, + 6 1 P , 4!( ,,~2:,c$ (3.18) 
Terms in (3.18) goes to zero if (C2) and (C3) hold and hence the proof of 
the first part of Theorem 3.1 is concluded. 
Now we will prove that T,, - T,, + ‘0 if (C7) and (C8) hold. We note 
that 
= Tn +W-n)'C P,P,,~,,, -W-n)C ~td,,Ctt,. (3.19) 
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Since (N-n)/& is b ounded in probability (C7) guarantees that the 
second term 
J;;c 
in (3.19) goes to zero in probability. Since 
Pl d,, c,,, -+ ’ 0 if (C8) holds and hence the third term goes to zero 
in probability if (03) holds. Hence we have shown that T,,2 - T,, -+ ’ 0 if 
(C7) and (C8) hold. Q.E.D. 
Now we will prove Theorem 3.2. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. 
T,,, = 
ji 
f c (IAX,) - P,) Wn,,(x) ’ Q,(X) P,(~x), 
/=I f 1 
where Z,(X,) = 1 if X, E Sz,, and zero otherwise. We can write 
T,,= f A,+2 i B,, 
/= 1 /= I 
where 
AI = c V,,(X,) - p,,)(z,Jx,) - P,~) C,,,: 
B, = C 1 (r,i(xr) - p,i)(z,,(x,) - p/I) C,,,i, 13 2. 
/‘<I f,.lj 
It turns out that {(A, - EA,) + 2B,) is a sequence of martingale differences 
with respect to B, = G{ X, ,..., X,}, 
- 3 
( 
2 
c PI, Pt,C*,,, )I + 20 - 1) C P,~ P,~C~,,~ 2 - 2 c Pt, PI2 Pti c,,,z CljQ + >I . 
Assumption (C7) and (C8) will give us 
Var( T2J = n c pt C, + 20 - 1) c pt, ptz C!,,: ( N Var( r,)). 
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Now 
T,, = 2 A, + 2 $ B,. 
I= 1 /=I 
BY a standard argument, (T,, - ET,,) - ( T2,, - ET,,) + 0. Since 
ET,,, - ET, = --n C pr, P,~C,,,, +P 0 by assumption (C7), we have 
(T,,-ET,,)-(T,-ET,)AO. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Corollary 3.3. Take R, = { 1, 2 ,..., k, }, 51,, = { t } and 
P,(s2,,) = p,. Choose WJx) = 1 if x = z and zero otherwise, and a,(t) = 
I/(& np,) and pL,(t) = 1 for t = l,..., k,. Then, C,,, = l/(& np,) if t = t, 
and zero otherwise. 
To check asymptotic normality all we need to do is to check conditions 
(Cl)-(C8). Verifying these conditions is easy once we note that 
inf, fi,,/2k,, z 1 in part (i) and inf, np,/kz > 0 in part (ii). 
Proof of Corollary 3.4. Let a,, = { 1, 2 ,.., k, ), 52,,, = {f >, and 
P,1(s2,Z,,)= p,. Choose a,(t) = k,,/&, ~~(2) = 1 and WJx)= 1 if x= t 
and zero otherwise. Then, C,,, = l/K if t = t, and zero otherwise. 
Once again, checking conditions (Cl)-(C8) is not hard and hence 
omitted. 
Proof of Lemma 3.6. 
T, = I($, - @,I’ + 1 VP, - P,)’ + 2 c(P - EP,)(ED, -PI). 
It is not hard to see that nk,b,l,/* 1 (E@, - p,)* = o( 1) since b, = o(n-2’9). 
can be easily shown that nk,biJ* C (j5, - Ep,)(Epl - p,) = o~( 1). So if T:, = 
C(p, - Ej,)2 nk,bi12, then nk,b!,f2T, - r:, -+ ’ 0. Now rU can be written as 
j E h -v,) WJx)l* a,(x) P,(~x), where Wn,,b) = Wn,h,r-h if XEQ,+ 
a,,(x) = kibAi2/n and pn = Lebesgue measure on [0, l] (here, Sz, = [0, l] 
for all n and 52,,, = [(t - 1 )/k,, t/k,), t = l,..., k,), 
C,,,, = j W,.,,(x) K,r2(x) dx 
It can be shown that 
M et,,, d - &,l/’ if It, -t2 1<2k,b, n 
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and 
With a bit of calculation it can be shown that (or by looking at (3.1)) 
In order to show that T:, -ET:, + Normal, we need to check conditions 
(Cl)-(CS) and they are easily verifiable. So we conclude the proof by 
noting that 
EnkJ, c (P, - P,)’ = P~,~ + db,,). 
Proof of part (b) is similarly done if we note that how we order the t’s is 
unimportant. All that matters is that C,,~,, vanishes if It, - t2 I is large. 
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